Here we demonstrate that when faces and non-face objects simultaneously appear in opposite visual hemifields, the face-sensitive N170 component of the event-related brain potential (ERP) is exclusively generated in the contralateral hemisphere. The effects of face inversion on N170 amplitudes and latencies also show strong contralateral biases. These results reveal that retinotopic biases in low-level visual cortex extend well into categoryselective high-level vision. We suggest that the contralateral organisation of facesensitive visual processing results from generic competitive interactions between hemispheres during the simultaneous perception of visual objects.
Introduction
High-level object vision is often believed to depend upon representations which are independent of the retinal position of an object. This popular view is explicit in hierarchical models of the primate ventral visual stream (e.g., Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982) . Such models assume that early stages of visual processing in striate and extrastriate occipital cortex represent simple features in a small spatially restricted region of the visual field, whereas complex object representations in inferior temporal cortex (IT) are largely position-invariant. While it is certainly true that receptive field size and the complexity of stimulus selectivity increases along the occipitotemporal visual pathway (e.g., Desimone & Gross, 1979; Gross, RochaMiranda, & Bender, 1972; Rousselet, Thorpe, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2004; Tsao, Freiwald, Tootell, & Livingstone, 2006) , the question whether these changes are accompanied by a corresponding decrease in retinotopic biases of visual neurons has remained controversial (see Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, Ungerleider, & Mishkin, 2013, for a review). For example, single-unit data have demonstrated a strong bias towards the
